The motion simulator presented in this paper is based on a Stewart Platform. By retrieving calculated forces in a racing game by its physics engine and comparing them to real-life measurements during the platforms motions it is possible to evaluate the platforms immersiveness. Virtual values extracted from the game engine are deemed satisfactory to their real life counterparts and serve as a baseline. In order to evaluate forces created by the simulator, a lap around a virtual test track is recorded and played back while an accelerometer and gyroscope record its movements. Overall, accelerations recorded in the direction of X and Y axis along with angular speed of rotation around the aforementioned those axis. To accurately comparing every derived force, the recorded virtual lap is divided into sections representing the five most common manoeuvres during racing. These comparisons serve as an evaluation method to measure the immersiveness of the simulator.
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maximum acceleration is limited by the speed of its motors.

The motion simulator presented in this paper is based on a Stewart platform. Figure 2 shows the motion platform. It features six linear actuators powered by brushed DC motors driving a trapezoidal lead screw, which, in turn, translates rotary motion into linear motion. There are six actuators in total, divided into three pairs. These pairs form triangular-shaped mounting points on its baseplate and cross over to three other mounting points located on the simulator's top plate which acts as a cockpit. Universal joints made from universal car steering joints make up the attachment points. Due to this arrangement the cockpit is able to move within six degrees of freedom. This allows for three linear movements and three rotations. The range of motion is mainly limited by the platform mounting points radius and the stroke of the linear actuators. The maximum acceleration is limited by the speed of its motors.

Figure 3 shows a detailed view of a single actuator. Cross-section view (A) shows the inner workings of an actuator. It can be divided into three main sections: the actuator's housing (2), inner piston (5) and leadscrew (1). The housing serves two purposes, it acts as the lower mounting point for its universal joint and as an outer slide and guide for its piston. In its upper section, which can be viewed in closeup (C), it has a total of four holes for mounting slide bushings (6). These slide bushings are what the piston rides on and restricts its rotational movement due to the fact that both the housing and the piston are made from square tubing. The lower part that has a mounting point for the lower universal joint also contains two bearings. One roller bearing and one thrust bearing both for the leadscrew. A motor mounting bracket is also sandwiched between the universal joint and the actuator housing. The inner piston is restricted to linear motion due to the aforementioned square tube design and slide bearings (4). It also has four holes into which four slide bearings fit located in its lower section. These bearings ride on the inner section of the actuator housing. Also in its lower section there is a screw driver nut (3) pressed in and secured by screws which is shown in view (B). The leadscrew nut is made from bearing bronze. The upper part of the inner piston has a mounting point for the upper universal joint. The leadscrew itself is made of one piece. It is a TR16x4 rod with features machined into one of its ends. These features include press-fit bearing surfaces and a keyway with a locknut for belt-driven pulley. This belt drive provides rotational motion to the leadscrew which in turn slides the inner piston in and out of its housing.

In order to give feedback of the piston position to the software a self-made hall effect potentiometer is used. Figure 4 shows a view of the feedback loop components. This feedback loop can be divided into two sections: the hall effect potentiometer (2) and a belt tensioning mechanism (3). The hall-effect potentiometer is mounted to the upper section of the actuator housing. The belt tensioner is mounted on the upper part of the inner slide. The belt itself is fixed on one end by looping around a mounting point on the inner slide and by looping around a 3D printed bracket on the other side. Both ends are then secured with zip ties meshing the belts teeth. In order to maintain proper teeth engagement with the potentiometer leadscrew pulley an offset idler pulley is added. The belt tension is adjusted with a screw going through the 3D printed bracket which holds one end of the belt. The main benefit of using a hall-effect potentiometer instead of a regular mechanical potentiometer is durability. Contactless detection of
dynamic input greatly increases service intervals. During the initial testing of a prototype motion platform, multi-turn potentiometers were used. Unfortunately, after prolonged use their contact points inside their housing wore down in certain areas and made them unusable. The only part that wears down with time is the inner pin and nut assembly. Even then, this is a far more durable and cost-effective solution than a regular potentiometer.

The potentiometer itself consists of eight elements, which are shown in Figure 5. Two bearing housings and bearings for the leadscrew (1). The outer shell (2) with its mounting bracket (4). The hall effect sensor (3). A timing belt pulley (5) which is fixed to the leadscrew (8). The lead screwdriver with its magnet (7). The inner hexagonal slide (6). The inner workings of the hall effect feedback potentiometer are shown in the cross-sectional view (A). The hall-effect sensor sits inside the potentiometer housing. While the inner slide moves with its belt attached, it forces the potentiometers pulley to rotate. When the pulley which is affixed to the lead screw turns, it forces a nut with a permanent magnet glued to it to move linearly. A hexagonal slide restricts the rotational movement. This linear motion of the magnet is picked up by the hall sensor which interprets this varying magnetic force into a readable signal. One or two magnet-equipped nuts can be used if one magnet does not have enough force. If two are used, they must be faced with opposite poles to each other. This multiplies their magnetic force, allowing for longer linear motion and finer detail.

![Fig. 5. Detailed view of hall effect potentiometer](image)

In order to evaluate the motion platforms immersiveness, two factors are brought into consideration. Its ability to recreate g-forces that occur during racing in real life and what the user feels when driving in a virtual race. This virtual race is created within Live For Speed, published by Scawen Roberts and Eric Bailey. This racing game accurately simulates forces directly on each wheel of a virtual car. This allows for a very fine and precise feeling on what is happening between the contact patch of a tyre and the road. Moreover, the physics engine calculates tyre wear, suspension, aerodynamics, clutch wear and car body and engine damage. Figure 6 shows how complex the tyre model is. Just this tyre simulation model allows for dynamic thread wear, traction affected by temperature, and sidewall deformation. This racing simulator has been proven more than once to be incredibly accurate and is suited more than enough for this experiment.

![Fig. 6. LFS tyre model](image)

A baseline must be used for comparison against the movements of the motion platforms. This baseline is a lap of the virtual racetrack Blackwood GP. A lap is recorded containing turns, a chicane, a long straight and a head-on collision. This set of manoeuvres represents most of the movements enacted during the race. Consequently, for ease of comparison, specific manoeuvres are compared to each other. FlyPT which is used as an interface for retrieving information from games and using that to move a platform. It also allows to record this information gathered from a lap and play it back at any given moment. A graphic viewer enables a visual representation of forces achieved during a lap. This is used to extract individual movements for further comparison.

The FlyPT mover made by Pedro Antunes is used for interfacing LFS with the motion platform electronics. It is a software interface used to convert poses into actuator positions. It extracts game information on the virtual vehicles position, physics, and world geometry. It has a compatible list of games that includes most if not all racing simulating games and even flight or other vehicle simulators. By defining a motion simulator rig with all its measurements, this software can then generate actuator position values. This data can then be sent to any motor driver which operates each actuator motors and provides motion to the platform. In this case, three Arduino Uno’s with loaded SMC3 code made by RufusDufus is used. SMC3 uses a PID motor control loop that can provide one Arduino Uno board to control the position of up to three motors using analogue feedback. On this motion platform, three Arduino Uno’s control each pair of motors. This is due to hardware limitations of the Arduino Uno board, which cannot provide optimal PWM frequency to three motors at once. Motor drivers from BTS7960 are paired with each DC motor. The workflow of a motion platform
connected to a PC running a racing game is as follows. FlyPT mover extracts data from a racing game, in this case LFS. It calculates each actuators position based on the provided measurements of the real motion rig. This constant flow of positional data is sent to three Arduino Uno’s. Each Arduino Uno interprets these data and sends a PWM signal to the motor drivers while reading the position of the actuators from the analogue feedback potentiometers [7].

Phyphox is used to record acceleration and velocity data from the motion platform. It is a smartphone app that makes use of the internal gyroscope and accelerometer, in this case a BOSCH BMI260 unit. It allows for 16-bit accuracy of both its components. The smartphone is placed in the upper platform within the cockpit, which is shown in Figure 7.

This is determined to be a suitable placement for a recording device due to its ease of access and it also coincides with the center of gravity of the upper platform. Data is then recorded and captured into a CSV file that can be read by FlyPT. FlyPT then has an option to filter and condition input signals. An EMALP filter is used for each signal. It is a sample based filter where previous input values are used. Its abbreviation stands for exponential moving average low pass [2, 5, 8]. The EMA portion of the filter is a way to calculate an average value. It uses the same methodology as a regular average by adding values and the dividing the sum of those values by the amount of added values and also uses a weight system, where older values have lower weight than newer values. The weight of these values varies exponentially. This is a fast way to smooth a signal and requires low computing power. The low pass portion of the filter allows low frequencies to pass unfiltered. This provides smooth feedback and feel that translate the majority of the virtual vehicles movement while maintaining small details like road imperfections and slight steering wheel corrections.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

As detailed before a baseline is needed. Blackwood GP is loaded along with a recreation of a real car, a Formula BMW FB02. Speed and race time is not the main goal, only the accurate portrayal of specific movements. The lap starts by a quick acceleration going through three gears to the first righthand hairpin turn. During this maneuver the accelerator pedal is let go, focusing on the generated lateral forces. Next is a chicane coming in from the left. This is driven at the limit of traction. After that there is a long straight where acceleration and deceleration is tested. Both to and from 100 km/h and 200 km/h. After that a long right hand turn is also driven at the limit of traction and a head on collision at 100 km/h is recorded. This concludes the baseline. This baseline is then conditioned by an EMALP filter in FlyPT and divided into 5 specific maneuvers: acceleration, deceleration, turning, going through a chicane and finally a head on collision. For ease of comparison a visual representation will be compared.

As for the real life simulated movements in the motion platform, the aforementioned baseline is played back in FlyPT using its player source feature. A smartphone is placed on the seat of the rig and Phyphox is used to record the motion platforms movements. It goes through the sequence of motions recorded in the baseline. Next the recorded data is saved into a CSV file which can be read by FlyPT. The signal is also conditioned and screen recordings of the 5 specific maneuvers are saved. The before and after conditioning plots are presented in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

After retrieving all the data, value axis are added for ease of interpretation. G-forces and angular velocity are compared. This is due to the fact that a motion simulator with a static base cannot sustain prolonged g-forces. The specific amount of time...
depends on the maximum force value and the stroke of the actuators. The question is whether or not they are comparable to supposable real life values. After all when a person is seated inside the cockpit and is driving a virtual car the immersion level is quite high. This is a subjective statement at the goal of this paper is to somewhat quantify the level of immersion.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Straight line acceleration

When analyzing straight line acceleration only longitudinal forces are present. During this pass no lateral forces are present. During this pass the car shifted through four gears. Looking at the baseline recording, during the first gear pull halfway through it there is a noticeable step down. This was caused by wheelspin and subsequent regain of traction. Between each gear shift there is an observable dip. This is due to clutch disengagement and sudden loss of wheel torque during gearshifts. Also a key note, as going up in gears the gear ratio tends to match engine speed and transmission output speed [2, 9-11]. This can be observed as the plot has a downwards tendency due to the consecutive smaller gear advantages reducing torque at the wheels.

Moving on to real life simulated acceleration values it can be seen that there almost is no acceleration. What recorded forces there are, can be considered as noise. Even though a formula BMW car is being simulated, there is not enough linear speed and travel in these actuators to generate conceivable amounts of acceleration. This statement will continue throughout every simulated acceleration plot recorded on the motion platform.

Finally there are angular velocity values. These values are what give the sense of speed and imitate movements of a car in real life. When the gas pedal is pressed the cockpit immediately tilts back at a rapid pace and slowly moves back into its home position coinciding with the baseline acceleration forces. Each gear shift is also recorded and can be viewed on the screen grab. Even slight peaks correlating to the virtual engines torque curve can be noticed. These small details quantify the immersion factor.

3.2. Straight line deceleration

As per the previous acceleration plots, this deceleration will only contain longitudinal forces. This data is in Figure 11. What can be seen on the baseline plot is hard braking while going down gears. Two dips are observed which tell that two downshifts occurred. Downshifting while braking reduces the overall braking distance since it also incorporates engine braking [13-15]. This means that this type of braking has much more perceivable force compared to braking with just the brake pedal. Also because of brake fade, the longitudinal force weakens with time. Just like the previous real life simulated acceleration, there is almost nothing to note about this plot. There is some more deviation compared to the previous plot, unfortunately even though in comparison to the previous acceleration plot there is more recorded movement, nothing of value can be retrieved and interpreted.

Continuing with the angular speed plot it is apparent that it closely resembles the movements within the baseline plot. Rapid and intense forward tilt is held mostly throughout the maneuver. Two slight dips can be noticed where downshifts occurred however they are miniscule. This may be caused by extreme tilt values where definition is lost due to being close to the platforms limits.

3.3. Right hand hairpin turn

While inspecting turning recordings only lateral values are viewed. This turning data is in Figure 12. This is due to the fact that professional drivers while going through a turn maximize their usage of lateral grip for fast cornering, while longitudinal grip is reserved for acceleration and braking [11, 14-16]. On the baseline plot it can be seen that the turn did not go smoothly. There are multiple bumps and dips indicating slight corrections of the steering wheel during the turn. Even as far as turning the steering wheel the opposite way during the turns exit.
Just as the previous real life acceleration values on the simulator not much can be interpreted from this plot. Slight points of intensified motion can be seen, yet they are negligible. Most likely these small movements would not be recognized by the driver.

When it comes to angular speed values it is a completely different case. These fast and intense movements are almost identically similar to the baseline plot. At least visually. This proves that the algorithm responsible for sending positioning information to the actuators uses tilt values for creating the illusion of g-force. Each sway from side to side while correcting the position of the car is converted into cockpit tilt.

3.4. Chicane

The chicane starts with a righthand entry following the shape of the letter S. The recorded chicane data is presented in Figure 13. In the baseline plot four distinct sections can be observed. Starting with the first turn in. It is rather smooth and precise not having any steering corrections. While the moving through the middle section a slight correction can be seen as well in the last turn. The chicane exit is also smooth with no corrections.

Due to the smoothness of the maneuver looking at the acceleration plot not much can be seen. Two intensified regions can be distinguished, yet their impact would be small on the driver. This is most likely due to feedback noise rather than intentional acceleration values.

On the other hand the angular speed plot closely resembles the baseline plot. Each movement has its own resemblance in tilt values. Going so far as almost tilting the cockpit to its homing position while correcting the steering wheel during turns. This is most likely caused by the setup of this simulator preferring to exponentiate small movements while maintaining the overall feeling of a maneuver. This once again proves that simulators of this type use gravity to their advantage when trying to simulate acceleration values.

3.5 Head on collision

The head on collision served as a benchmark to test maximum force values of the simulator. The virtual car headed straight on a barrier at approximately 100km/h which resulted in peak longitudinal and lateral force values. This data can be viewed in Figure 14. Due to minor imperfections when hitting the barrier, the vehicle bounced back and spun out. This can be seen on the baseline plots, where after the initial peak force value there are still some movements before the car comes to a complete stop.

Moving on to the real life acceleration values on the simulator the highest record acceleration values are shown. These are still very minute, yet can be considered as somewhat accurate representations of interpreted acceleration forces. These real life acceleration values on the simulator serve as benchmark of the machine and aim to represent motion platform immersion as not just raw acceleration values. Little details build the whole illusion.

Following with the last set of angular speed plots, once again they closely resemble the baseline plots. These also serve as benchmark and show the maximum speed and tilt achieved during extreme scenarios. Even though such movements put a strain on a motion platform of this size there is still room to simulate small details during such event. This once again shows that racing motion platforms trick the user into feeling the same forces in a real car, since due to their construction even remotely similar acceleration values are impossible to achieve.

4. CONCLUSION

An initial attempt to compare virtual accelerations with real accelerations did not yield the expected results. Sitting in the cockpit and feeling the so far unidentified forces it is safe to say that the immersion is in all respects impressive. However in reality after analyzing the accelerations alone the results say quite the contrary. It is impossible for a stationary simulator with limited actuator stroke to maintain a constant acceleration value. The acceleration value depends on the speed of the actuator, which in turn is determined by its motor speed and its leadscrew thread pitch. The duration of acceleration depends on both actuator stroke and speed. A given high acceleration value will quickly exhaust the range of the actuator and after reaching this maximum stroke extension value, the actual total felt acceleration will be zero. Therefore, the simulator loses its illusion when performing long maneuvers, but not fully. To maintain immersion, the simulator uses gravity. To effectively evaluate the performance of this platform's motion, it is necessary to take into account not only the accelerations themselves, but also its angular velocity [5, 8, 17]. Hence the need to compare the plots of virtual accelerations to the real life simulated
angular velocities. Comparing the acceleration values to the angular velocity values, one can conclude that they are visually very similar. This somewhat reveals the control algorithm of the actuators, which tends to mimic acceleration values with angular tilt values. After a deeper analysis of the construction of motion platforms their limits are known and to compensate for acceleration limitations the program uses roll angles to create the illusion of constant force. Therefore, on a long turn there is the impression that the driver is constantly being physically pushed out of the turn by the platform tilting so much that gravity pulls the driver out of his seat. Playing a virtual game and looking at the image displayed by the computer, the driver’s mind tricks itself into thinking that he feels centripetal force. In reality once the seat reaches the amount of tilt required in a turn it physically pushes the person off the seat by the driver’s mass of inertia. Likewise, when braking or accelerating, the tilting seat either pushes the driver deeper into the seat or pushes him out of it. It is the combination of the imagination of the person behind the wheel of the simulator and the tilt angles that are mainly responsible for the immersion of motion platforms. The more experienced the driver, the less range of motion is required to achieve a satisfactory effect. In fact too much range of motion breaks the illusion as the driver will focus more on the moving platform than the virtual track. In such constructions balance is important to achieve the perfect illusion. All the movements performed are only there to subtly help a person’s imagination to complete the real-world forces.
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